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Abstract
Prior to the writing of this paper, there has been a lot of research into the applicability of Sanskrit as a language for programming. This further expanded into research about how applicable it is for Natural Language Processing (NLP). Reasons cited include its syntax and almost mathematical grammar, along with its lack of exceptions. This made Sanskrit a major candidate in the field of natural language processing. However, since then, research in the field has not progressed further, and we are yet to see Sanskrit being used in natural language processing. Furthermore, Sanskrit is a language with a rich history, dating back several thousand years, and it has evolved a lot since its conception. This gave way to even more possibilities of the usage of Sanskrit, since there were ancient and modern forms of the language. Therefore, researching the ideal version of Sanskrit for usage in Natural Language processing was chosen as a topic, and Vedic(ancient) and Laukik(modern) versions of the language were compared.

After conducting research, it was found that Laukik Sanskrit seems to be a more refined version of the language. It has eliminated several ambiguities, and streamlined the grammar. This led to the belief that Laukik Sanskrit is more suitable for Natural Language Processing.
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Introduction
What kind of Sanskrit is better to use as an NLP language? To answer this question, we must first understand what NLP is. Natural language processing, or NLP, is a method through which humans hope to make technology understand and interact with language in the same way as humans themselves. This means that they wish to forgo two things; confusions and miscommunications, and specialised knowledge of Artificial intelligence communication. An example of this can be when one looks at their own virtual assistants, like Siri. Often, when asking a long or confusing question, there is a very high chance of misinterpretation by Artificial Intelligence [1]. This leads to unhelpful, or otherwise unrelated responses. The search for a proper language for NLP comes from this issue. If a suitable language is found, the usage of that language could prevent the aforementioned issues.

This is where Sanskrit comes into consideration. For years now, it has been argued that Sanskrit makes an ideal language for an NLP. There are a few reasons for this. Firstly, Sanskrit has a more “mathematical” syntax. This means that there is not much interpretation needed to correctly modify Sanskrit words. They generally follow very simple structures with a root word, prefixes and suffixes. All these structures have generalised rules which stem from one of three gender and singular-plural choices. This makes it a language that would be easier to decode computationally than something like English, which is full of exceptions. There is also a very beneficial lack of 4 main ambiguities in the Sanskrit language; Semantic, lexical, pragmatic, or structural [2].

Lexical ambiguities arise in a language when one word can have several meanings, which makes an exact understanding of a sentence difficult. Especially as artificial intelligences are not very good with understanding of context and rely much more on the words themselves. Sanskrit has a much lower lexical ambiguity than most other languages [3]. Secondly, there is a pragmatic ambiguity.
This occurs when there is a lack of clarity in sentences like “A loves his wife and so does B”. In this sentence, it is unclear as to whether B loves his own wife or A’s wife. Sanskrit clears that up by ensuring that possessives are very distinct and so such confusions don’t occur [4]. Semantic ambiguity is an ambiguity about what the speaker is referring to. This ambiguity is battled by Sanskrit’s strict rules of tense and positioning, which mean that it is always clear what is being referred to in sanskrit. Lastly, a structural ambiguity can occur when two or more words together form a structure that could refer to multiple things, like seeing a crane fly could mean either seeing the bird, a crane, fly, or see a crane fly, which is an insect [4].

Reasons such as its lack of major changes, “mathematical” syntax, and lack of ambiguity, be it semantic, lexical, pragmatic, or structural, have made it a frontrunner in the research of Natural Language processing. In fact, Zoho, an Indian billion-dollar company, has become the first of its kind to use Sanskrit based software [9]. However, despite multitudes of research being done in the field of using sanskrit as an NLP, not much has been done to compare the different types of the language as a factor of effectiveness for the same purpose [6, 7]. This paper aims to analyse the two types of sanskrit, वैदिक and लौकिक and come to a conclusion as to which works better to facilitate natural language processing.

Methodology
The aim of this research is to understand the impact of different types of Sanskrit grammar, Vedic and Laukik, on its suitability for Natural Language Processing (NLP).

In the discussion section the differences between Vedic and Laukik Sanskrit are discussed on the basis of the nature of grammar and phonetics.

In order to gather, synthesise and evaluate the findings of all relevant data on the subject and to present a thorough overview of the current state of knowledge on this subject, this study used a systematic literature review approach as a research methodology [8]. To reduce bias and ensure reliability and validity of the review, this procedure involves using a systematic and open approach to locate, assess and summarise all important papers.

Results and Discussion
As discussed previously, the usage of Sanskrit as an NLP is a very likely scenario. Sanskrit has a very strict syntax, with minimal exceptions, making it a good choice for NLP usage. There is a structured combination system for words to exact a combined meaning, known as sandhi. This structured process with a defined set of rules means that it is easy to assume the meaning of a combined word simply by knowing the meanings of its parts. This is not so for several languages, including English, where compound words have their own meanings. Take the example of the word Grandparents. It is a combination between the words grand, that means magnificent, and parents. The combination means the parents of the parents, which does not mean the same as its root words. On the other hand, take the example of the sanskrit word दृश्यस्तत्त, which is a combination of the words दृ, which means difficult, and शत, which means control/rule. The word दृश्यस्तत्त means difficult to control/rule, which is exactly the sum of what the root words mean. This means that the word meanings database for sanskrit need not be as extensive for sanskrit, since the meanings of several words can simply be deduced by knowledge of their parts. Additionally, most words in sanskrit have fixed roots with variable prefixes and suffixes that can add to the meaning. This makes it very systematic to analyse the meaning of Sanskrit words, once again indicating that knowledge of the rules and basic root words can allow for significant understanding of the language [9].

However, this paper is not about the benefits of Sanskrit as a language for Natural language processing. It aims to discuss the differences between Vedic and Laukik Sanskrit, and ultimately come to a conclusion as to which one is better suited to be used for Natural language processing. To understand this, this paper will be discussing the lexical differences between the two languages.

Firstly, vedic sanskrit has one additional tense form known as लेत लकार. This form of tense is no longer used in laukik sanskrit. On one hand, this indicates lack of necessity, since this is not needed for the language to exist, as it can function without it. On the other hand, the availability of more conjugations can lead to more versatile communication for natural language processing, indicating that it might be beneficial for an extra tense to be available [10].

The concept of svarabhakti existed in vedic sanskrit. The concept of svarabhakti, also known as epenthesis, was used in vedic sanskrit as well. This concept, still used in several languages, including English, is the insertion of small sounds between two letters. Take the example of the word thimble, which is pronounced ‘θɪmbl’, despite there being no vowel between b and l [11]. This concept was no longer used in laukik sanskrit. Since Sanskrit is generally spelled phonetically, the existence of svarabhakti would likely hinder the natural language processing, since it would be more difficult to discern the spelling of the word by the sound alone.

Vedic sanskrit also had an additional vowel ल, which still exists, but is rarely used in laukik sanskrit in words like सूरथ, meaning simple future [10]. Vedic sanskrit included one extra articulation style of vowels known as pluti sway [10]. Plut sway are not used in laukik sanskrit, since there are no words that involve their usage.

The usage of suffixes is another interesting aspect of vedic sanskrit. Vedic sanskrit includes many synonymous suffixes, where countless suffixes added the same meaning to a word. For example, the suffix दुर्मृ has 14 synonymous suffixes, and क्ला has 3 [10]. This adds a redundancy, since if one meaning can be provided by several words, those words are unnecessary, and only one of those words is truly needed. Having several such words can unnecessarily clutter a database.

Vedic sanskrit also possessed the usage of the लक, and लक लकार in any tense, while in laukik sanskrit, those are specific to past tense [10]. For example, while the sentence “मुझे अंग्रेज़ी” clearly means “The Man Laughed” (simple past tense) in laukik sanskrit, in vedic sanskrit, the tense would not be clear, and additional classifiers would have been necessary. Having tense specific conjugations makes it easier for a program to discern the tense of a verb. Vedic sanskrit lacked clear rules for the reflexive verbs, while laukik sanskrit has clear rules for these [10].

Conclusion
This paper discusses the suitability of two different versions of sanskrit for natural language processing. It should be noted that while both versions of sanskrit share much of their grammar, the differences between the two are clear enough to imply that one would be preferable over the other for usage in Natural Language Processing.
Laukik Sanskrit appears to be the clear choice to pursue for Natural Language Processing. There are fewer ambiguities in this version of the language, making it simpler for a computer to comprehend and manipulate the language. This lack of ambiguities leads to a more logical flow of language, and since computers operate on language, such a logical flow will lead to more natural linguistic synthesis.

Unfortunately, this research was not without limitations. The sources needed were few and far between, which led to major setbacks and several delays in the writing of this paper. This has led to dependency on certain sources for much of the paper, and the lack of comparable research has led to the belief that there is still much to be done with the topic. Future opportunities of research could begin with a deeper comparison of the two languages. It could be followed by a practical test of the hypothesis, which can only be possible once an NLP program that operates solely on Sanskrit has been made.
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